and the identifier output is yi(t) = 2:54 + 102 + (5 01)3 + (3 0 2 ) 1 . The parameter update law is defined by the standard gradient algorithm in which g 1 = g 2 = 7500 _ 1 =7500(yi(t) 0 y(t))3 _ 2 =7500(y i (t) 0 y(t)) 1 :
The estimator consisting of (19) and (20) is a sixth-order one. In simulation, all initial conditions are set to be zero.
A simulation is also done where y(t) is corrupted by a uniform random noise between 00.01 and 0.01. Fig. 3 shows the convergence of the first estimated frequencies for both uncorrupted and corrupted version of y(t). Fig. 4 shows the convergence of the second estimated frequencies for both uncorrupted and corrupted version of y(t).
It can be observed that the estimations are accurate for both uncorrupted and corrupted signals. Simulation is also done for large corruptions, it is found that when corruptions are larger in magnitude, the steady state errors are bigger.
V. CONCLUSION
A design of adaptive identifiers to globally estimate the frequencies of a signal composed of n sinosuoidal components was shown. Convergence of the proposed estimator is proven. The new frequency estimator is of 3n order, comparing with the order 5n 0 1 of the estimator through Marino-Tomei observers. Results are demonstrated via simulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
There has been a long history of exploring global or semiglobal stabilizability for linear systems with saturating actuators. In 1969, Fuller [1] studied global stabilizability of a chain of integrators of length greater than two by saturated linear feedback and obtained a negative result. This important problem also attracted the attention of Sussmann and Yang [9] . They obtained similar results independently in 1991. Because of the negative result on global stabilizability with saturated linear feedback, the only choice is to use general nonlinear feedback. In 1992, Teel [11] proposed a nested feedback design technique for designing nonlinear globally asymptotically stabilizing feedback laws for a chain of integrators. This technique was fully generalized by Sussman, Sontag and Yang [8] in 1994. Alternative solutions to global stabilization problem consisting of scheduling a parameter in an algebraic Riccati equation according to the size of the state vector were later proposed in [7] , [10] , and [12] .
Another trend in the development, motivated by the objective of designing simple controllers, is semiglobal stabilizability with saturated linear feedback laws. The notion of semiglobal asymptotic stabilization for linear systems subject to actuator saturation was introduced in [5] and [6] . The semiglobal framework for stabilization requires feedback laws that yield a closed-loop system which has an asymptotically stable equilibrium whose domain of attraction includes an a priori given (arbitrarily large) bounded subset of the state space. In [5] and [6] , it was shown that, a linear system can be semiglobally stabilized by saturated linear feedback if it is stabilizable in the usual linear sense and has all its poles in the closed left-half plane.
It is notable that all the results mentioned above pertain to systems whose open-loop poles are all in the closed left-half plane. Such systems are said to be semistable. If a system has some open-loop poles in the open right-half plane, then it is exponentially unstable. A system with all its poles in the open right-half plane is said to be antistable. It is evident that the domain of attraction has to be a subset of the asymptotically null controllable region, the set of initial states that can be driven to the origin asymptotically with bounded controls delivered by the saturating actuators. Since the asymptotically null controllable region of a semistable system is the whole state space (if it is stabilizable in the linear sense), it is possible to stabilize it globally/semiglobally. However, the asymptotically null controllable region of an exponentially unstable system is not the whole state space, hence it cannot be globally/semiglobally stabilized with saturated feedback. For this reason, we generalized the notion of global/semiglobal stabilization, which was only suitable for semistable systems, by giving it a new meaning [2] , [3] . A linear system subject to actuator saturation is globally stabilizable if there is a saturated feedback law such that the closed-loop system has a stability region which is equal to the asymptotically null controllable region; it is semiglobally stabilizable if, given an arbitrary compact subset of the asymptotically null controllable region, there is a saturated feedback law under which the closed-loop system has a stability region that includes this given compact set.
A first step toward global/semiglobal stabilization, which cannot be bypassed, is the characterization of the asymptotically null controllable region. We made this first step in [2] , and then proceeded to construct stabilizing feedback laws for semiglobal stabilization. In [2] and [3] , we developed simple feedback laws for systems with two antistable poles. For a second-order antistable system the controllers proposed are a family of saturated linear feedbacks of the form u = sat(kF 0 x) and for a high-order system with only two antistable poles, each controller in the family switches between two saturated linear feedbacks. In [2] and [4] , we proposed a nonlinear switching feedback laws for more general systems. The controllers are more complicated than those of [3] .
Given the results of [2] - [4] , it is interesting to ask if a system with three or more antistable poles can be semiglobally stabilized with saturated linear feedback. In contrast to semistable systems, which can be semiglobally stabilized by saturated linear feedback, this note will show that a system with three or more antistable poles cannot be semiglobally stabilized by saturated linear feedback.
The remaining of this note is organized as follows. Section II reviews some results on the asymptotically null controllable region and develops some algebraic tools. Section III establishes the fact that a third-order antistable system cannot be semiglobally stabilized by saturated linear feedback. Some concluding remarks are given in Section IV.
II. PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND SOME ALGEBRAIC TOOLS We recall from [2] a description of the asymptotically null controllable region. Consider a single-input linear system subject to actuator saturation _ x = Ax + bu; x 2 R n ; u 2 R;juj 1:
Assume that (A; b) is controllable in the usual linear sense. Then the asymptotically null controllable region is the same as the null controllable region, which is the set of initial states that can be driven to the origin in finite time. We use C to denote the null controllable region of system (1). It is known that if A is semistable, then C = R n and if A is antistable, then C is a bounded convex open set containing the origin in Fig. 1 .
of a third-order system. its interior. In this note, we will restrict our attention to third-order antistable systems with only real poles. For such a system, the boundary of the null controllable region is (see [2] ) From the definition, we see that @C + and @C 0 are smooth surfaces and @C 0 is a closed curve connecting @C + and @C 0 , i.e., @C 0 is composed of all the common limit points of @C + and @C 0 .
Since C is an open set, @C \ C is empty. Here, we summarize some facts from [2] .
Fact 2.1:
Under the constraint that juj 1, the following hold true. 1) All the states in C can be driven to the origin. 2) All the states outside of C [ @C will grow unbounded no matter what control is applied.
3) All the states on @C cannot be driven to the interior of C. The only way to keep them bounded is to make them stay on @C with a control u = 1 or u = 01. For x(0) 2 @C + , the only control to keep x(t); t 2 [0; ") for some " > 0 on @C is u = 1 and for x(0) 2 @C 0 , the only control is u = 01. From Fact 2.1, we know that C [ @C is the largest bounded set that can be rendered invariant by means of admissible controls.
The basic fact we will use to prove our main result is that any segment on @C 0 is three dimensional, i.e., it cannot be fit into any plane. Before proving this fact, we need an algebraic result which will be used several times in this note. Proof: For simplicity, assume that t1 < t2 < t3 < t4. We first show that x(t i ); i = 1; 2; 3, are not on the same straight line. Suppose, on the contrary, that they are, then
for some c, i.e., e 0At 0 e 0At A 01 b 0 c e 0At 0 e 0At A 01 b = 0:
This can be written as
A 01 e 0At I 0 (1 + c)e 0A(t 0t ) + ce A(t 0t ) b = 0 which contradicts Lemma 2.1. Here, we note that A and e At commute.
Now that x(ti); i = 1; 2; 3, are not on the same straight line, they uniquely determine a plane. Let this plane be fx = 1. Suppose, on the contrary, that x(t 4 ) is also in this plane, then fx(t 1 ) = fx(t 2 ) = fx(t 3 ) = fx(t 4 ) = 1:
By mean value theorem, there exist t 0 
To prove Theorem 3.1, we first examine the difference between the control under a saturated linear feedback and the control that is required to keep the state bounded. Unlike the case for a second order system, here for a third order system, there is always a ball of fixed size where the difference between the two controls is greater than a fixed positive number. The result is stated in the following lemma. If we let d0 = minfd1; d2g and r0 = minfr1; r2g, then the result of Lemma 3.1 readily follows.
To prove Theorem 3.1, we need to show that, under the control of any feedback u = sat(F x), there exists a ball in C of radius greater than a fixed positive number, such that all the trajectories starting from the ball will go out of C and diverge. We will use Lyapunov function analysis to show this result. The Lyapunov function is defined in terms of @C as follows:
V (x) := 0; such that x 2 @C (or x 2 @C): (4) Since C is a bounded convex open set, any ray starting from the origin has a unique intersection with @C and hence any vector in the state space can be uniquely scaled to be exactly on @C. Therefore, V (x) is a well-defined positive-definite function.
Clearly, V (x) = 1 for all x 2 @C and V (x) < 1 for all x 2 C. We also see that V (x) = V (x) for any > 0. Moreover 
Lemma 3.2:
The Lyapunov function V (x) is continuously differentiable in x for x 2 E + . For all x 2 E + , b T (@V=@x) 6 = 0.
Proof: Every x 2 E + can be expressed as x = 02e 0At + 2e 0At 0 I A 01 b for some 2 (0;1), 0 < t 1 < t 2 < 1. It follows from the definition that V (x) = . We see that x is analytic in , t1, and t2. We claim that T is nonsingular. This can be seen as follows. For simplicity, consider an x0 2 @C + , then = 1. Applying Lemma 2.1, we see that @x=@t 1 = 02e 0At b and @x=@t 2 = 2e 0At b are independent and they determine a plane fx = 1 that contains x 0 . Since @C + is smooth, this plane is tangential to @C + at x0. Since C is a bounded convex set containing the origin in its interior, this plane fx = 1
does not contain the origin. Hence, the vector from x 0 to the origin, 0x0 = 0(02e 0At +2e 0At 0I)A 01 b, must be independent of the two vectors that determine the plane. That is, the three column vectors in T are independent. Now that T is nonsingular, we have d dt 1 dt 2
= T 01 dx:
It is also clear that T and T 01 are continuous. Hence, ; t1 and t2 are continuously differentiable in x for x 2 E + . Therefore, V (x) = is continuously differentiable in x for x 2 E + .
Noting that V (x) = , we have which contradicts Lemma 2.1. Therefore, we must have (@V=@x) T b 6 = 0 for all x 2 E + . Since (@V=@x) T b is continuous in E + , from Lemma 3.2, we conclude that (@V=@x) T b either "> 0" or "< 0" in E + and for any compact subset of E + , j (@V=@x) T bj is greater than a positive number. Now we are ready to prove the main result of this note. From Fact 2.1, we know that if a control u = 1 is applied at x 2 @C + , the trajectory will stay on @C + and V (x) will remain to be 1. 
By (5) and (7) 
It follows from (9), (8), and (10) Clearly, for all x(0) 2 B(x0; r2), V (x(0)) > 1 0 t0=4. Hence, for any trajectory starting from B(x 0 ; r 2 ), we will have V (x(t 0 )) > V (x(0)) + t 0 =4 > 1, which means that the trajectory has gone out of @C at t0 and will diverge by Fact 2.1.
It is easy to see that there exists a ball B(x 3 ; r 3 ) B(x 0 ; r 2 ) \ C, with r 3 greater than a fixed positive number. In summary, no matter what F is, there always exists a ball B(x3; r3) C from which the trajectories will diverge under the saturated linear feedback u = sat(F x). This completes the proof.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have shown in this note that a third-order antistable system with real eigenvalues cannot be semiglobally stabilized with saturated linear feedback. The study is based on examining a Lyapunov function defined in terms of the null controllable region. The level sets of the Lyapunov function are the null controllable region scaled by positive numbers. The main idea is to show the existence of a ball inside the null controllable region, with radius greater than a fixed-positive number, from which the Lyapunov function will grow unbounded. The increasing of the Lyapunov function is caused by the difference between the control u = sat(F x) and the one that is required to keep the state within a level set. The difference between the two controls cannot be reduced to an arbitrarily small level because the two surfaces @C + and @C 0 cannot be separated with a plane, or, the closed curve that connects these two surfaces is three dimensional. For systems with complex eigenvalues, if we define @C + to be the set of states on @C which can only be kept on @C by u = 1 and @C 0 to be the set of states on @C which can only be kept on @C by u = 01, then intuitively, these two surfaces are not separable with a plane. With a similar procedure, the negative result in this note can be extended to systems with complex eigenvalues, although it is somewhat harder to characterize the curve that separates @C + and @C 0 . APPENDIX PROOF OF LEMMA 2.1
For simplicity, we assume that the smallest t i is t 3 and t 3 = 0.
Otherwise, we can multiply (3) from left with e 0At . We also assume that t 2 > t 1 > 0. We will first show that k 1 e At + k 2 e At + k 3 I 6 = 0; 8 (k 1 ; k 2 ; k 3 ) 6 = (0; 0; 0): (11) We assume that A has three distinct eigenvalues 1 ; 2 ; 3 , with 0 < 1 < 2 < 3 . For the case where A has two or three identical eigenvalues, we can prove the result in a simpler way using similar ideas. We further assume that A = diag[ 1 ; 2 ; 3 ]. Then (11) We claim that e t 0 e t e t 0 e t > e t 0 e t e t 0 e t (14) from which (13) and (11) will follow.
We now proceed to prove (14 Since g 1 (0) = 0, it follows that g 1 () > 0 and hence g() > 0 for all > 0. Therefore, df 1 =d > 0 for all > 0 and hence f 1 () is an increasing function of . It follows that (14) and (11) which contradicts the assumption that (A; b) is controllable.
